respect to one another vary considerably and are unpreensembles of structures calculated for these overlapping module pairs (structural statistics, Table 1 ). The dictable. Therefore, to understand the structural basis root mean square deviation (rmsd) of the C␣ atoms from of immune adherence and of complement control, it is the respective mean structures is plotted for each pair necessary to solve experimentally the 3D structures of in Figure 2 along with the number of nuclear Overhauser the triple-CCP functional sites. We now report the solueffects (NOEs) per residue. Values of rmsd were based tion structure of CCPs 15, 16, and 17 of human CR1 on overlaying each module in turn and excluding disor-(CR1‫,71-51ف‬ site 2). The structure has allowed rationaldered residues (i.e., with low 1 H,
N-NOE). Overall rmsd ization of an extensive body of mutagenesis and design
values (Table 1) indicate that individual modules are of new mutagenesis experiments. In the absence of diquite well defined by the data. rect structural studies of the C3b/CR1 interaction, these There are no significant differences in CCP 15 chemidata provide the most detailed understanding so far of cal shifts (␦s) when the 15,16 pair is compared to the molecular basis of immune adherence, some 100 CR1‫71-51ف‬ (data not shown). Context-dependent difyears after its discovery.
ferences in the ␦s of CCP 17 (i.e., in CR1‫71-51ف‬ versus in CR1‫)71,61ف‬ arise only from the nonidentical C termini Results of the two fragments; no changes are attributable to the presence or absence of CCP 15. Thus, CCPs within site Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) data collected on 2 are arranged such that CCPs 15 and 17 are not in direct CR1‫71-51ف‬ permitted assignment of Ͼ90% of backcontact, consistent with previous studies (Kirkitadze et 
16), in CR1‫,71,61ف‬ (16 (17) ), and in CR1‫71-51ف‬ was, however, too poor for complete as-CR1‫71-51ف‬ (
16 (17) ) shows that CCP 16 exhibits consignment. To circumvent this, the two overlapping modtext-dependent changes in ␦s near (in space) its N and ule pairs (CR1‫61,51ف‬ and CR1‫)71,61ف‬ were investi-C termini, but not elsewhere. The structures of modules gated. These proteins were fully assigned and yielded (15) 16 and 16 (17) are not significantly different (Figures 1  NOESY spectra suitable for structure determination. and 2); the rmsd is 0.58 Å (for the C␣ overlay), excluding disordered residues. These observations all imply that Figure 1 shows backbone overlays, on CCP 16, of the the structure of CR1‫71-51ف‬ can be reconstructed by Cys(I)-Cys(III) and Cys(II)-Cys(IV), are well spaced, and the consensus Trp and other conserved residues consuperimposing the structures of The CCPs are assembled in head-to-tail fashion (Figure 3) . The mutual orientation of CCPs 15 and 16 is aligned with the long axis, and connecting loops are close to the intermodular interfaces. The disulphides, determined experimentally by a network of 13 unambig- Several nonconservative substitutions on the front site 2-C3b interactions in the NMR tube by chemical face, however, have no effect on binding, implying that shift mapping proved unsuccessful (data not shown), the interaction probably does not involve a contiguous presumably due to the large size (180 kDa) and probable set of residues forming an intimate interface. This is dimeric nature of C3b. Experiments using peptides that consistent with the dispersed (over several neighboring are representative of C3b also failed (data not shown), modules) nature of the CR1-C3b/C4b interaction and its probably due to low affinity. Therefore, the substantial low-to-medium affinity, i.e., 0.1-0.5 M for the CR1/C4b body of mutagenesis data for CR1 amassed over the interaction ( 
